P0303 ford taurus

P should not be ignored, and can be a threat to the drivability the Ford Taurus. It will often be
accompanied by codes P , P , etcâ€¦. Fixing P should be considered a high priority. Driving with
a misfire can damage the vehicles catalytic converter. The engine is also not firing all of the
fuel, so raw fuel is also passing through cylinder 3 into the exhaust. Mileage may suffer as well
when your Taurus has P P is a cylinder specific misfire code, which means that Cylinder 3 is
misfiring and causing the code. There are quite a few things that can cause the P trouble code
to trigger the Ford Taurus. Here are the most common problems that will throw the code. They
are presented somewhat in order from most to least likely to be causing the code:. If you follow
the items listed above you should be able to fix the P Inspect and test the parts of the ignition
system around the cylinder to determine whether or not you need to replace the coil packs,
plugs, or wires. You can always reset the trouble codes and swap the coil pack, wire, and plug
from cylinder 3 to another. Go ahead and replace them or have them tested. After that you
would want to test the fuel injection system. P is cause for concern and left unfixed can leave
you stranded or make the vehicle virtually underivable. Fixing the problem causing the code to
fire can save you time and money and keep your Ford Taurus from breaking down. Quick action
may also save your catalytic converter from going bad. Good luck diagnosing the issue. If there
is anything that you would like to add please leave a comment below. P is a relatively common
Ford Taurus trouble code. Ford Taurus P Definition P is a cylinder specific misfire code, which
means that Cylinder 3 is misfiring and causing the code. The vehicle itself may begin to run
rough. The vehicle may produce excess vibration, especially at lower RPM. Fuel mileage will
suffer often not drastically. You may smell raw gas coming from the tail pipe. The vehicle may
backfire. Take a look at the electrodes and see if they are in good shape. Most vehicles now
come with iridium plugs that need changed very infrequently. That being said, the plugs are a
great place to start. Spark Plug Wires â€” On most modern engines, the plug wires are not
nearly as long as they once were, but they can still go bad. Coil Packs â€” Coil packs rarely go
bad, but when they do, they can certainly cause P in your Ford Taurus. Replacing a set can be
very expensive. This is definitely not the place to start. Popular Mechanics : How to find a
vacuum leak. Cam or Crank Sensors â€” This one is very unlikely, but it does happen. Low
Compression â€” If you have a leaking head gasket, bent valve, cracked head, etc.. You should
also feel the vehicle is down on power as well. Is P a Serious Concern? The ECM uses
information relating to the crankshaft position, the camshaft position, and RPM of the engine to
determine ignition timing and fuel delivery. If any on these are outside of their designated
parameters, the engine will misfire. There are several other codes that typically go along with
code P, and it is important that you clear these first before confronting the main issue. If your
car is experiencing Code P, it is imperative that you confront the problem as soon as possible.
A common diagnosis mistake is replacing the entire ignition system without first confronting
the other codes that are associated with Code P Often times, there is something wrong with a
specific aspect of the ignition system, and replacing the entire thing is unnecessary. I wanted to
see how smart the computer on this vehicle is and had it idle for long periods of time and time
means min of 30 minutes each time max of 60 minutes. Got off the expressway after an hour
and forty five minutes and my e started misfiring. It did it several times. Pulled this code when I
got home. No check engine light is on? Maybe hot spot in cylinder? Van has been running great
but this misfiring has me concerned. Yes I think I have eliminated everything but a possible
vacuum leak which I cannot locate. I have a p code at higher speed and I have already replaced
coil, plugs and injector. I solved the Issue on my F By changing the Fuel Filter it was clogged
pretty good thanks to my Brother driving the vehicle and making the suggestion. Although I
never got a check engine light this code came up on fixd. Earlier I had a mouse chew on one of
my injector wires. Thanks fixd. Yes No Ford code P indicates that one or more cylinders are
experiencing misfires. A misfire occurs when an insufficient amount of fuel is burning in a
cylinder. The efficient burning of fuel is essential to engine operation as the combustion of fuel
is what provides the energy to power the engine in your Ford. A misfire from one or more
cylinders can be caused by many reasons from a faulty ignition system, fuel system or internal
engine failure. When P occurs it should be fixed immediately as long term driving with engine
misfires could cause consequential damage to the engine in your Ford. Many times P occurs
when there are worn out spark plugs, spark plug wires, or a faulty ignition coil. Ford code P
should be repaired immediately. Loose fitting electrical connectors and broken or disconnected
vacuum hoses are often overlooked. Thank you. I got the van like this check engine light on.
Replaced the worn plugs and now perfect. Runs awesome now. So glad to hear it, Jason! We
are happy to provide a tool that helps people learn more about their car and fix it themselves.
Happy and safe driving! Hi I got Ford Figo tdci 1. Yes No This can happen for multiple reasons
and a mechanic needs to diagnose the specific cause for this code to be triggered in your
situation. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to your home or office to perform the Check

Engine Light diagnostic. P is a generic diagnostic trouble code DTC indicating an issue with the
firing of cylinder 3. The Check Engine Light will remain until the code is repaired. P has a variety
of symptoms. In some cases, the driver may only notice the Check Engine Light and no other
symptoms. In other cars, the vehicle may run poorly, misfire, stall, become hard to start, and
experience poor gas milage. There are many different systems that cause the P code, so it is
critical to follow all steps in the proper order:. Now, a visual inspection will be performed
looking for wear, broken components, leaks, and damaged wiring. Like any other diagnosis that
is done, all steps must be followed to avoid mistakes that waste time and money. The most
common mistakes are overlooking fuel issues or a leaking air intake as the cause of the misfire.
Though the spark plugs themselves are the most common cause, they are not the only cause
for P P can cause drivability symptoms, such as lack of power or the engine running poorly,
that may make it more uncomfortable to drive. In these scenarios, P should not prevent the car
from being driven to a safe location. Once the vehicle is in a safe location it can be diagnosed
and repaired promptly. A scan tool that can view live engine data from sensors is very important
when diagnosing P This allows technicians to see long-term fuel trims, intake air sensor
readings, fuel injector operation and misfire counters for cylinders. All of this data is used to
help determine which system is causing P Spark plugs are normally replaced at service
intervals provided by the vehicle manufacturer. They do not last the life of the vehicle and are
one of the most common causes of misfires in vehicles, especially ones with higher milage. If
vehicles are equipped with a distributor that has a cap and rotor system, these will be replaced
with regular service intervals as they are mechanical parts that wear over time. On vehicles with
spark plug wires, the wires are usually replaced when the plugs are done, as heat from the
engine causes the wiring to fail over time. Newer vehicles may be equipped with a coil pack
setup. When the coil packs fail, they can be slightly different to diagnose. The easiest way is to
move the suspected coil pack to another cylinder; if the misfire changes to the new cylinder,
then the coil pack is the cause. Coil packs are normally replaced as a set. YourMechanic offers
certified mobile mechanics who will come to your home or office to diagnose and repair your
vehicle. Get a quote and book an appointment online or speak to a service advisor at With
YourMechanic you can skip the auto shop altogether. They send certified and screened
mechanics straight to your door and enable you to save big on car repair and maintenance.
Cost of diagnosing the P code. No more waiting rooms! Our mechanics will come to you to
diagnose and fix the P code. Recent Check Engine Light is on Inspection reviews. Excellent
Rating. Rating Summary. Gustavo 17 years of experience. Request Gustavo. Gus was extremely
helpful and knowledgeable. Would use him again and again for any issues in the future.
Johnathan 7 years of experience. Request Johnathan. Johnathan was punctual and very
courteous and knowledgeable. You want this man to help you when your car is on the fritz.
Excellent Personality Excellent Service!!! Travis 13 years of experience. Request Travis. Travis
contacted me to inquire if he could come
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early and that worked great. He was to the point, friendly and very helpful in teaching me about
my vehicle and what was going on. Very personable. Related questions Car stalling when
stopped The codes all reference engine misfires. Continued misfires can cause the catalyst to
fail and block the exhaust. The past diagnosis you had that the coils could be bad was correct.
The coils and plugs should be replaced first and Read more. Don't understand CEL Codes. The
codes P through P are for misfires of random cylinders or different cylinders. The second code
P is for the evaporative fuel tank system having a leak somewhere in the system. Since you are
getting random misfires, then I P, P, P, and P codes are read on the scanner. Hi there. The codes
p and p are for the engine having a misfire. P is for a random misfire where p says that cylinder
3 had a misfire all the time. The code p means that the catalytic converter More related articles.
Browse other content. How can we help? Read FAQ.

